Ultimate Cheer
Season 3

Welcome
H

ello and welcome to
Ultimate Cheer! We are

an All Star Cheerleading
team based in South West
London. Our programme
is founded on creating a
welcoming,
environment,

supportive
helping

every athlete become the
best they can be. We are
more than just a sports
team, Ultimate Cheer is
a family and is committed
to helping athletes gain skills
both on the cheer mat and in life!
Ultimate Cheer has classes for ages
3 - adult, meaning our club nurtures
athletes throughout their cheer career.
Ultimate Cheer is a team for life!

Cheerleading teaches so
much more than how to stunt
and flip!
Here at Ultimate Cheer we have a strong emphasis on building
confidence, responsibility, leadership and teamworking skills. We focus
on developing well-rounded athletes, who carry the lessons they’ve learnt
from Cheer throughout the rest of their lives. Being part of a Cheer team is
a bond like no other, athletes will make friendships that will last a lifetime!
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Ultimate Cheer

Our Ethos

Ultimate Cheer

WE WANT YOU! We are welcoming, friendly and
open! We take pride in the fact that our athletes
approach new members, introduce themselves
and help them feel immediately at home!

WE HAVE FUN! Cheerleading is the BEST sport
around and our athletes have fun - at training,
competition and our regular socials!

‘DON’T PRACTICE UNTIL YOU GET IT RIGHT,
PRACTICE UNTIL YOU NEVER GET IT WRONG’
We work hard at Ultimate Cheer because we want
to help all of our athletes achieve their goals and
be the best Cheerleaders they can be!

WE LIFT EACH OTHER UP! We always support
and celebrate our teammates’ achievements.
Ultimate Cheer athletes are the ones jumping
around, cheering and supporting their friend when
they get a new skill!

Coaching Philosophy

At Ultimate Cheer our coaching philosophy focuses on building strong, well-rounded athletes. Our experienced, accomplished
coaches help ensure athletes develop skills with excellent technique. Proper skill development before progression is at the
core of our programme. We provide athletes with drills to help ensure they learn skills with exceptional technique. This
provides athletes with strong fundamentals that can be developed to the highest level of Cheerleading.
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Why Ultimate Cheer?
WE KNOW HOW TO GET YOU WHERE
YOU WANNA BE

We know what it takes for athletes to progress and
all of our classes are structured around this.
From termly non-competitive teams that are split
by ability, to weekly tumble classes with in-house
equipment - we have the resources to get you
training regularly, pushing your boundaries and
helping you achieve your goals!

Ultimate Cheer

CAN YOU SAY ’NATIONAL CHAMPIONS’?!

We won not one, but TWO National Championship
titles in our first ever season!
And this isn’t a fluke - last season our kids teams
took the top placements at competition too - it was
EVERY athlete’s first Cheer competition ever.
We know how to choreograph.
We know the scoresheet.

COACH GOALS

#FULLHOUSEFAMILY

Our Coaches know what they’re doing. From
seasoned judges, who know the scoresheet inside
out, to Worlds athletes - you know you are learning
from experienced Coaches who have been taking
teams to competition for years.

Ultimate Cheer is more than a Cheer team - it’s a
family. Our athletes are welcoming, friendly, fun and
kind! When you join Ultimate Cheer you’ll make a
new group of friends and friendships that’ll last a
lifetime!

Ultimate Cheer is an established program founded
on learning from the best of the best!

Ultimate Cheer is the most perfect
Cheer family that I could ever ask for
- Coral, Athlete

Have you heard us on

“What to Watch”
podcast, talking about
their hit show “Cheer”?
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Facilities

♠ Ultimate Cheer is the only team in the area with:
- FULLY SPRUNG TUMBLE TRACK
- 7-PANEL CHEER FLOOR
- TUMBLING EQUIPMENT, INCLUDING AIR TRACK
♠ Under 10 min walk to Clapham South Tube

Ultimate Cheer

ALL
WITHIN
YOUR
WEEKLY
TRAINING
VENUE!

We have worked hard to offer training space that is convenient for you and has all the equipment needed for you to
progress. This means our athletes do not have to travel far for additional training at other venues prior to competition

COVID-19
Ultimate Cheer adheres to COVID-19
pandemic government guidelines

Our COVID-19 social distancing guidelines
can be found here
We have attended the Sport Cheer England
‘Opening Your Gym After Coronavirus’
workshop. Additionally, we have extensive
risk assessments & planning in place.
All dates and times are subject to change dependent on
government guidelines. We are working closely with our
venue provider to ensure the safety of our classes
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Classes

NON-COMPETITIVE
CHEERLEADING

Ultimate Cheer

COMPETITIVE
CHEERLEADING

TUMBLING
CLASSES

COMPETITIVE
POM DANCE

M

y daughter has been with Ultimate Cheer for
almost a year now and the progress she has
made is amazing. She gets excited about going
every Monday and adores the cheer coaches who
are brilliant at learning children’s strengths and help
those who need extra support. The Cheer team are
all very supportive of each other and I love that when
one of the cheer team learn a new move they all stop
and applaud that member.
This is by far the best activity my child does and
communication between coaches and parents is
fantasic. I am a very happy cheer mum.
- Emma S, Parent
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Which class is right for me?
CHEER:

TUMBLE:

POM DANCE:

Our classes teach stunting, tumbling,
jumps and dance!

Tumbling is similar to the floor element
of gymnastics. Our classes allow
athletes to perfect current skills, while
also progressing towards new ones.

Combining Cheer motions and dance,
routines include syncronisation, visual
effect and clean & precise motions!

(Exception Wild Card & Deuce do not cover
tumbling)

We recommend that competitive Cheer
athletes also attend tumbling class

It’s fun and great for fitness!

REGISTER HERE FOR
TUMBLE CLASSES

NON-COMPETITIVE CHEERLEADING
♠
♠
♠
♠

Lower commitment level
Less training per week
Great for athletes new to Cheer or gymnastics.
Exception: Adult advanced non-competitive team
Prepares athletes for comp squads (if desired)

COMPETITIVE CHEERLEADING
♠
♠
♠
♠

For athletes with Cheer or gymnastics experience
Attend 3 UK-based competitions
Train advanced skills
Higher commitment level

OUR ADVANCED NON-COMPETITIVE ADULT TEAM IS GREAT FOR EXPERIENCED
CHEERLEADERS & COMPETITIVE ATHLETES WISHING TO LEVEL UP!
MONTHLY POM TEAM - “IMPERIALS”
Our monthly Pom team is aimed at elite athletes hoping to
continue competing but with a lower commitment level.
Athletes will train once a month on Sundays for 4 hours
(with socials afterwards!). The team will attend 3 UK
competitions. Athletes are expected to practice regularly
outside of training.
Required skills:
♠ Front (one/both sides) and box splits
♠ Multiple split leap
♠ Side leap
♠ Double turn
♠ At least two consecutive fouette turns
♠ Double toe touch
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Class Information

ATHLETES ONLY PAY ANNUAL MEMBERSHIP ONCE PER SEASON

NON-COMPETITIVE CHEER CLASSES (PAID TERMLY)
AGE (YRS)/
DIVISION

TRAINING
DAY

TRAINING TIME

BABY ACES*

3-6

WED

5 - 5.45PM

JOKERS

7-17 (SPLIT BY AGE)

TUES

5 - 6PM

DEUCE

18+ (BEGINNER &
ADVANCED TEAMS)

MON

8 - 9PM

TEAM

ANNUAL
MEMBERSHIP

FEES

COMPETITION
FEES
(ONE-OFF DUE OCT)

£160
£50

£200

NA

£200

TUMBLE CLASSES (PAID TERMLY) - CURRENTLY SUSPENDED DUE TO COVID
KIDS*

5 - 17

TUES

6 - 7 PM

ADULT*

18+

TUES

7 - 8 PM

£200

NA

£200

NA

COMPETITIVE CHEER CLASSES (PAID MONTHLY)
HEARTBREAKERS

5 - 9 / L1

MON

5 - 6.30 PM

£66

£151

JACK ATTACK

9 - 12 / L1

MON

6.30 - 8 PM

£66

£151

CARTE ROUGE

10+ / L1

WED

5.45 - 7.45 PM

£88

£151

WILD CARD

18+ /
L3 NON-TUMBLE

WED

7.45 - 9.45 PM

£88

£171

BLACKJACKS

18+/ L2

TUES

7.30 - 9.30 PM

£88

£171

HIGH ROLLERS

18+ / L2.1

THURS

7.30 - 9.30 PM

£88

£171

£50

COMPETITIVE DANCE CLASSES (PAID MONTHLY)
CARTE BLANCHE

5-17 (SPLIT BY AGE)

TUES

6 - 7 PM

JOIN OUR WAITLIST

£45

£151

LADY LUCK**

18+

TUES

7.15 - 8.15 PM

£50

£45

£151

IMPERIALS

18+

MONTHLY (SUN)

1.45 - 5.45 PM

£45

£151

ATHLETE’S AGE IS THEIR AGE ON 31ST AUGUST 2020

**ADDITIONAL POM WORKSHOPS MAY BE ADDED THROUGHOUT THE SEASON, SEE BELOW FOR MORE INFO

Information

Ultimate Cheer

All Star Cheerleading, although not as expensive as many sports, can be costly. At Ultimate Cheer we try to keep costs to a minimum,
while also ensuring our athletes receive the best training opportunities. We expect all fees to be paid on time. If fees are not paid on
time, athletes risk being removed from the programme. All fees are non-refundable.

♠
♠
♠
♠
♠
♠
♠
♠
♠
♠
♠

ADDITIONAL FEES

WHO

FEE

WHEN

CHEER UNIFORM & BOW

COMPETITIVE ATHLETES

£144

SEPT

NEW COMPETITION BOW

COMPETITIVE 2018-20 ATHLETES

£12

SEPT

DANCE UNIFORM

COMPETITIVE ATHLETES

ADULTS APPROX. £57/
KIDS TBD

SEPT

Annual membership includes training top & bow
Competitive teams pay from Sept - Jun; fees includes ALL training, comp entry, team music, dance choreography (Exception: no
dance for Heartbreakers). Wild Card & High Rollers fees include clean up camp with external coach.
Competitive dance team fees includes ALL training, competition entry, custom team music & pom rental
Our Cheer uniforms operate on a 3-year cycle; this is year 2
Crossovers pay no additional annual membership; they pay the higher monthly fee of the teams they are on. Tumble classes are
not included in crossover option for +£20/month
Class times/days/prices listed may change this is due to venue hire changes due to COVID-19
Also budget for competition transportation, hotel, Cheer shoes & spectator tickets, which aren’t included in our fees
All fees are paid by direct debit; further information will be sent out following tryouts
Additional Pom workshops will work on technique and the routine. These will be added at the coaches discretion, with at least 1
months notice, and are compulsory for all members. Workshops will be an additional cost (£TBD)
The age ranges above are a guide. At the coaches discretion, athletes may be placed on teams outside their age range
Please note crossing over is a big commitment

Attendance

Expectations of competitive squads: we do not mean to scare anyone, however,
Cheerleading is a demanding sport and therefore commitment is highly important. As
a team sport, even one athlete missing can greatly impact a training session. Therefore,
every athlete must attend all training sessions. We want to ensure athletes understand
their commitment to the team.
♠
♠
♠
♠
♠
♠

Athletes may not miss more than 3 training sessions throughout the season; these may
not be consecutive
An athlete’s space on a team will be reviewed if more than 3 sessions are missed
Only family emergencies, serious illness and graded school exams are excused absences from training
All ‘excused’ absences must be communicated to coaches at least 4 weeks in advance
Athletes may not miss ANY training sessions in the 2 weeks before a competition
Ultimate Cheer athletes are not allowed to train or compete with other cheerleading teams (exception: school and university teams
- please let us know if you are on a school/university team)
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Dates

Ultimate Cheer

EVENT

TEAM

DATE

TRYOUTS

ALL

SEPT 7TH, 8TH & 9TH

TERM 1 STARTS

ALL

SEPT 14TH

HALF TERM (NO CLASSES)

ALL

OCT 26TH - 30TH

TERM 1 ENDS

ALL

DEC 18TH

TERM 2 STARTS

ALL

JAN 4TH

HALF TERM (NO CLASSES)

ALL

FEB 15TH - 19tht

TERM 2 ENDS

ALL

APR 2ND

TERM 3 STARTS

ALL

APR 19TH

ALL COMPETITIVE TEAMS

MAY 8TH - 9TH

ALL COMPETITIVE TEAMS

MAY 29TH - 30TH

HALF TERM (NO CLASSES)

ALL

MAY 31ST - JUN 4TH

SHOWCASE
FC INTERNATIONALS COMPETITION
(BOURNEMOUTH)

ALL

JUN 19TH

ALL COMPETITIVE TEAMS

JUL 3RD - 4TH

TERM 3 ENDS

ALL

JUL 16TH

UC TOUR!

ALL 18 + ATHLETES (OPTIONAL)

MID / LATE JUL

FC GATEWAY TO THE GALAXY (SHEFFIELD)
FC INTO THE FUTURE (BRIGHTON)
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Keys to a successful seas on

the future with any medical conditions or medication needed that arise after joining that may affect

Ultimate Cheer athletes and parents are held to a high standard of behaviour. Our members adhere

your child’s health or safety whilst participating at Ultimate Cheer

to the code of conduct to help ensure that they become the best athletes they can be. These
guidelines help create a safe, welcoming environment that is at the core of Ultimate Cheer

Ultimate Cheer

38.

Parents/guardians are responsible for looking after their child during competitions. Ultimate Cheer

Athlete Expectations

coaches are responsible for athletes from when they are dropped off (by parent/guardian) to the

1.

Coach for warm-up until they compete. Parents/guardians are responsible for athletes as soon as

Athletes and parents understand that this is a one season (September-July) commitment, and that

athletes step off the competition mat.

the team depends on you to fulfill your commitment to the squad.
2.

Athletes agree to attend all team training, competitions and showcases

Financial Obligations

3.

Athletes must arrive 10-15 minutes prior to the class starting, in order to help set up and ensure that

39.

Members agree to pay the Ultimate Cheer fees as outlined in the Information Packet.

class time can be used most effectively for all athletes

40.

Monthly fees will be paid no later than the dates outlined. Please note any holiday or time off taken

4.

Athletes are expected to wear Ultimate Cheer training kit to all practice sessions

5.

Athletes will not wear jewelry during training or competition

6.

Long hair must be tied up neat and secure at all times.

7.

Please be punctual and leave time for changing before the class starts.

8.

Please leave all valuables at home. We are not responsible for lost or missing items.

9.

Please inform your coach if you have any problem that restricts your training.

10.

Do not enter the gym training area without a coach being present.

11.

Do not work on any apparatus without a coaches permission.

12.

As a matter of safety gymnasts are expected to ask permission to leave the gym during a training

13.

by any member does not allow them a reduction in their fees.
41.

All Ultimate Cheer members assume full responsibility for all costs incurred and understand they
are contracted to pay regardless of any circumstance that may arise including dismissal from the
programme.

42.

If an athlete is injured/sick and unable to train/compete (this includes but is not limited to pandemics
and epidemics), to retain the space in the team/class, all fees must continue to be paid.

43.

If an athlete is injured/sick and unable to train/compete (this includes but is not limited to pandemics
and epidemics), no refunds or credit will be given for classes/events missed.

44.

If a member chooses to leave or is asked to leave Ultimate Cheer for any reason before the season

session.

is over, the member must pay for all training undertaken. They must also pay for all outstanding

Athletes are expected to maintain the skills they had at tryouts. Athletes may be moved if they are

fees, including but not limited to competition fees and merchandise. Money paid in advance is non-

not holding true to this.

refundable - this includes but is not limited to training, competition entry, merchandise, spectator
tickets, accommodation, travel and events including socials.

14.

All accidents, however small, must be reported to your coach.

15.

Members must refrain from the ‘illegal’ consumption of tobacco, alcohol or drugs. If Ultimate Cheer

Pandemics & Epidemics

management suspects any member to be under the influence of alcohol/drugs during training they

45.

16.

its staff, is not liable for any cases of disease, following attendance at an Ultimate Cheer event.

Athletes will not share/post videos of routine choreography

Communication

Ultimate Cheer is committed to adhering to government guidelines regarding disease outbreaks.
We are taking extensive steps to ensure the safe running of our classes. Ultimate Cheer, including

will be prevented from partaking and disciplinary action will be taken.
46.

In case of any cancellation or non receipt of competitions, camps, choreography, practices, or any

Ultimate Cheer prides itself on it’s warm, welcoming environment. Our athletes greet each other

other goods or services due to events or circumstances outside the control of Ultimate Cheer

when they arrive, and welcome newcomers with open arms! Everyone is valued at Ultimate Cheer

(including but not limited to pandemics and epidemics); Ultimate Cheer will only reimburse or credit

and has a special place in our club.

customer for the amount of fees cancelled or refunded by vendors, minus any directly related labor

18.

Athletes are expected to be courteous, polite and friendly to teammates and coaches

and administrative expenses. In any of the above circumstances, Ultimate Cheer is not responsible

19.

Athletes are encouraged to introduce any newcomers to fellow team members

for payments made to vendors or other providers that are not refunded, whether those payments

20.

Athletes will not use inappropriate language or participate in inappropriate behaviour, including

17.

21.

were made through Ultimate Cheer or directly from customer to vendor

physical altercations

Ultimate Cheer Rules

Athletes and parents must maintain courteous, respectful and polite communication and behaviour

47.

22.

Athletes and parents must treat all Ultimate Cheer staff and guest coaches with respect.

23.

Athletes must communicate with coaches to ensure they stay healthy and are having fun.

Parents and athletes cannot sell or create their own Ultimate Cheer CLOTHING or MERCHANDISE
for personal use or for sale. This includes the use of team names and any likeness to logo, affiliation

at all times, including in person and other communication channels, including Whatsapp groups.

and/or program. Any violation, will result in dismissal from the entire programme.
48.

Both athletes and parents agree to use social media in a positive and sportsmanlike manner. Any

Parent’s Responsibilities

negative posts are grounds for dismissal from the programme. Please understand that it is Ultimate

24.

Parents understand that their role is to support their athlete in a positive manner.

Cheer’s policy that coaches do not accept requests from athletes or parents to Friend or Follow

25.

Information on communication methods within the club will be sent out after tryouts

26.

Support your athlete by ensuring they wear correct training kit and adhere to our attendance policy

27.

We value our Cheer parents and their role within the club! Parents are encouraged to sit together
and support all Ultimate Cheer teams at events.

28.

Parents are not permitted in the gym unless asked by a coach

29.

All children must be brought into Bolingbroke Sports Hall and not dropped off in the car park/

them on any social media
49.

may not be inappropriate. In regards to training videos, athletes should be dressed appropriately.
50.

31.

Cheerleading is a TEAM sport, therefore the team always comes first. Routines may change and
roles may swap, please always support the coaches and understand they are making the best
decision for the team.

Parent/escort must register the child/children with the coach and then stay with the child until the
start of the session.

Disciplinary Action

All athletes must go to the toilet before the class starts. All athletes must be able to go to the toilet

52.

It shall be Ultimate Cheer policy that disciplinary action will only be taken as a last resort, and that

on their own, if they need assistance a parent must wait in the waiting area to take the to the toilet

every reasonable attempt will be made to avoid situations likely to lead to such action through

during the lesson.

discussion and positive encouragement, by example and by finding ways and means to correct

32.

Parent/escort must arrive at least 5 minutes before the class ends for pick up.

33.

All children must be picked up from the reception area/waiting area by the adult named on the

negative trends.
53.

abide by the Ultimate Cheer policies.

If you are not able to pick up on time then you must stay in the reception area for the duration of
the session.

An athlete may be suspended from performances/competitions for the following reasons:
unexcused absence, excessive absence, failure to listen to/cooperate with coaches or failure to

membership form.
34.

No explicit language or inappropriate behaviour, including rough housing, may be used around
minors.

51.

outside.w
30.

All content, including messages, images and videos, shared with other members and in group chats

54.

An athlete may be dismissed from the programme for the following reasons: excessive and

35.

All parents must be contactable by phone when the children are in the class.

irreconcilable disruptive influence on the team/squad/programme; excessive absence; flagrant

36.

Please make sure your child knows to come and find a coach/adult if they cannot see the person

disregard of their own and others’ health and safety; bringing the squad into disrepute and as
otherwise deemed necessary by the Head Coach.

responsible for collecting them and not to leave the building under any circumstance.
37.

It is your responsibility as the parent or legal guardian of the member/child to inform us of any

55.

their health or safety when participating in classes at Ultimate Cheer. Please list any medication that
your child is currently taking or needs to use whilst at the class. Please update Ultimate Cheer in
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Likewise, any parent that does not abide by the Ultimate Cheer policies and procedures risks their
athlete(s) being dismissed from the programme.

medical conditions or injuries that your child (the member) has or had in the past, which may affect
56.

Ultimate Cheer is not obliged to return monies paid for/by athletes who are dismissed from the
programme.

